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Geography  Year 3/4 Lesson 1 of 3

Learning ObjectiveLearning Objective ResourcesResources

To be able to locate Paris on a map and identify its 
key geographical features. 

To be able to locate Paris on a map and identify its 
key geographical features. 

Slides
Worksheet 1A/1B/1C/1D

Clue Cards 1A/1B
Question Cards (FSD? activity only) 

Information Sheet (FSD? activity only) 
Map of France (FSD? activity only) 
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Teaching InputTeaching InputTeaching InputTeaching Input

• Tell children that over the next few lessons they will be exploring Paris. What do you already know about 
Paris? Children to think, pair, share their ideas using the questions on the slides as a prompt. 

• Show children the world map. Do you know where Paris is? What continent is it in? Which country is it 
in? Invite children to share their responses, then show the more detailed map of Europe. Which other 
countries and cities can you see? Which seas and oceans surround France? Children to use the map on 
the slides to answer the questions.  

• Show children the photos of Paris on the slides. What can you find out about it from these pictures? Go 
through each one, asking children to share their observations. 

• Go through the information on the slides about how Paris is organised into boroughs called 
‘arrondissements’, the River Seine, population, currency and other facts. 

• Can you name any other French cities? How about other European capital cities? Invite children to share 
their ideas. 
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Main ActivityMain ActivityMain ActivityMain Activity
Lower ability:

Children are challenged to label the map 
of France on worksheet 1A using the 
words in the word bank to complete the 
labels. Once children have finished, 
challenge them to ask each other 
questions about the location of different 
places on the map to see if they can 
describe where different places are. 

Middle ability:

Provide children with worksheet 
1B and Clue Cards 1A. 
Children are challenged to use 
the clues on the card to 
complete the map. 

Middle ability:

Provide children with worksheet 
1B and Clue Cards 1A. 
Children are challenged to use 
the clues on the card to 
complete the map. 

Higher ability:

Provide children with worksheet 
1C and Clue Cards 1B. Children 
are challenged to use the clues 
on the card to complete the 
map. 

Fancy something different…?Fancy something different…?Fancy something different…?Fancy something different…?

• Before the lesson, stick the Question Cards up around the classroom. Provide children with worksheet 
1D. Their challenge is to hunt for each of the numbered questions on their worksheet and answer the 
questions they find in the corresponding box on their sheet. Provide children with the Map of France and 
Information Sheet if necessary. You may wish to challenge higher-ability children to use books, atlases, 
the internet, etc. to find the answers to any questions they don’t know the answer to. 

• After a given period of time (you may wish to give a time limit to add to the challenge!), go through the 
answers to the questions using the Answer Sheet. Children to give themselves a point for each answer 
they got right. 
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PlenaryPlenary Assessment QuestionsAssessment Questions

Go through the ‘true or false’ statements on the 
slides. Ask children to use their thumbs to show 
whether they think the statement is correct or 
incorrect. Ask children to explain their choice before 
revealing the correct answer on the slides. 
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slides. Ask children to use their thumbs to show 
whether they think the statement is correct or 
incorrect. Ask children to explain their choice before 
revealing the correct answer on the slides. 

• Do children know that Paris is the capital city of 
France?

• Can children locate France and Paris on a map? 

• Can children name some key geographical 
features of Paris, both physical and human? 
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Exploring Paris


